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Chapter 8 — Advanced GUI Features

There are many other features we can easily add to a Windows C# application. We must be able
to have menus and dialogs along with many other controls. One workhorse control is the list
view which shows multiple lines of data, such as all the records in a data base. The list control is
one of the more difficult controls to program, but C# has made it fairly easy compared to C++.

Let’s see where we are headed with all these features. Figure 8.1 shows Pgm08aWindows
in action. I created a small binary file of the Purchase information with which we have been
dealing. Initially, the list view is empty. Across the top is the main menu. Under “Files,” when
“Open” is chosen, the common OpenFileDialog is displayed enabling the user to pick the
database file to open. When the file is opened, the binary purchase records are inputted into an
ArrayList and then transferred into the list view control as shown in Figure 8.1.

Notice that the first four columns of the list view come from a Purchase record, but the
last column is a calculated result. Further, notice that a checkbox appears to the left of each row.
The check boxes make a very simple way for the user to select one or more rows for

Figure 8.1 List View After File Open
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modifications. Yes, we could implement the standard multiselect operations, but that is a harder
feature to add as we begin with this complex control.

This list view is in “Details” or report mode. A list view can also be in “Large Icon,”
“Small Icon,” and “List” modes, depending upon your needs. With a database record display,
details mode makes the most sense.

Under the Modifications Menu, the user can add new purchases to the database, update
check marked purchases, and delete check marked purchases. If the user makes any changes, then
if they attempt to terminate the application without saving those changes, a MessageBox appears
querying them about unsaved data loss.

If you think about how one could implement the add and update process, it is clear that
we need to display an Add Purchase Dialog box and an Update Purchase Dialog box to the user.
Thus, we can see how to create our own dialogs.

Thus, there is quite a lot of new features in this application. Plus, I added another,
separate .cs files for the classes. Figure 8.2 shows the Project Class View window.

Figure 8.2 The Project View
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Menus

Menus are easy to add to a form. Simply drag the MenuStrip icon from the Windows Forms of
the Toolbox onto the application form and drop at the top left corner of the form. When you click
on it up at the top, boxes appear saying “Type Here.” Whatever you type in, becomes the text of
that menu item.

Some terminology. A menu item is a single entity that represents some action to be
performed, such as Open a file or Add a New Purchase. Menu items are normally grouped into a
larger Popup menu which is displayed on the main menu bar, which goes across the top of the
form window.

When deciding what popup menus to have, try to maintain the look and feel of other
Windows applications. That way, your users will have a much easier time learning how to use
your application. If there is to be a File popup menu, it appears first on the far left of the menu
bar. Help is always the last popup menu. Others lie in between.

Of course, there can be popup menus within popup menus. It can become as complex as
the application requires.

Each menu should have a hot key which is a letter pressed in conjunction with the Alt key
that fires or opens that menu. Windows convention is to underline the hot letter. So on the File
popup menu, if the user pressed Alt-F, the File popup menu would open up displaying the menu
items in that group.

To tell the system what the hot letter is to be, precede that letter in the text with an &
character. Thus, to create the File popup menu text, I actually typed in the “Type here” box,
&File. Figure 8.3 shows what this File popup menu looks like when it is activated either by a
mouse click on that menu or by Alt-F.

Figure 8.3 File Menu
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Figure 8.4 shows the Modifications popup.

The first action is to setup the menus the way you want them to appear. Figure 8.5 shows
the “Type here” messages when you are editing the main menu in design view.

The second action is to tie to each menu item a function to be called when that menu item
is chosen by the user. Note the functions are tied to menu items, not popup menus. As you would
expect, you right click on each menu item and choose Properties.

Each menu item can also have a shortcut key, which the user can press instead of using
the mouse. If you use these, available on the Properties page, be sure to use the normal ones that
users would expect, such as Ctrl-O for Open and Ctrl-S for Save. Figure 8.6 shows that I have
chosen Ctrl-B for the Help About item. This is entered in the ShortcutKeys property. Also add
the text in the ShortcutKeyDisplayString, so that it is shown beside the menu item. Add a
ToolTipText message to be shown when the mouse is over this menu item.

Figure 8.4 Modifications Menu

Figure 8.5 Help Menu

Figure 8.6 Set Shortcut Keys, Display String, and Tool Tip Text
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Next, we tie the selection of a menu item with the function to call. If you double click a
menu item, a function is automatically created for you. However, its name is usually awfully long
and cumbersome and not too indicative of its meaning. Usually, programmers call these
functions OnXXX, such as OnFileOpen, for example. To use your own function name, choose
Properties on that menu item and then click on the lightening bolt to get to the messages this item
can fire. In the Click text box, enter your desired name for the function, Figure 8.7.

There are some additional properties that a menu item can have. One is the ability to
display check mark beside the menu item under some circumstance or not under others.
Experiment with these additional effects.

Adding Additional cs Files

Next, I chose File-Add New Item and chose Class and entered Purchase.cs. Then I copied our
existing Purchase class exactly as it was previously. There are no changes in it. It encapsulates
the Item Number, Description, Quantity, and Unit Cost. When we go to add a new dialog class, it
is automatically going to be in a separate cs file.

The List View Control and File Open and Save

Okay. Let’s tackle the hardest part of the new implementation effects, the list view control in
Details mode. I put a simple panel on the form first and dropped the list view control on top of
the pane for a better visual appearance. One drags a list view control from the tool box onto the
form and resizes as desires.

Look back to Figure 8.1 once more and notice some details about the control in use. It has
five columns and at the top of each column is a button like heading, called a ColumnHeader
control. One of the very first actions is to set some critical properties, and the number of columns
and their headers is paramount.

Right click on the form and choose properties. I chose to use the group them into
categories. Figure 8.8 shows the key initial settings that I made. The View is set to Details; the

Figure 8.7 Entering the Function to Call When Open Is Chosen
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FullRowSelect is set to true to enable the user to click anywhere on the row to select and
highlight all five columns. I also set CheckBoxes to true to enable the check boxes to appear to
the left. In other application, you may have some icon images that are to appear on the left. By
making GridLines true, when the control is drawn, row and column lines are drawn making it
easier to view in my opinion.

Next, we must add in the column heading controls which also defines the number of
columns this control will have. Click on the ... box beside Columns Listview property. This
brings up a dialog in which the ColumnHeader controls are added and their properties set. This
is shown in Figure 8.9 below.

When it first appears, the controls are all empty. Choose Add and enter the information.
In Figure 8.9, I have added five controls. Notice the three key Miscellaneous properties. These
are important. One provides the alignment of data, usually left or right. Another provides the
actual text of the column heading. The Width is the actual width of this column when the control
first appears. Make sure that you have them set wide enough initially. Yes, the user can drag the
dividers between the headers to resize the columns while the application is running. However, it
is far better for the columns to begin at a reasonable width.

One would add in all the headers that are needed at this point in time.

Examine the other properties that could be set. However, I needed no others, especially
the Sort property. I need to be able to tie an item in the control back to the Purchase item in the
array, so I don’t want them sorted. 

Figure 8.8 View Set to Details
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The only event I added was responding to the double click. I thought it would be nice if a
double click automatically Updated any selected records.

Figure 8.9 Adding the Column Headers
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OnOpen

Next, we must supply the coding to fill the list view with the Purchase items contained in the
array. When the user chooses the File-Open menu item, we do the following in response. The key
lines to add these items into the list view control are in bold face. Also note that we must also
clear or empty all Purchase items from the array list before we begin adding in the new ones
from this file.
  private void OnOpen(object sender, System.EventArgs e) {
   OpenFileDialog dlg = new OpenFileDialog();
   dlg.CheckFileExists = true;
   dlg.CheckPathExists = true;
   dlg.Filter = "Binary Files (*.dat)|*.dat";
   dlg.InitialDirectory = "..\\..\\";
   if (dlg.ShowDialog() == DialogResult.Cancel) return;
   string filename = dlg.FileName;

   Purchase purchase;
   FileStream file;
   try
   {
    file = new FileStream(filename, FileMode.Open);
   }
   catch (FileNotFoundException ex)
   {
    Console.WriteLine("File " + filename + 
                      " does not exist " + ex);
    return;
   }
   BinaryReader stream = new BinaryReader(file);

With the file opened, empty the existing data from the array and then input the file of
records. Allocate a new Purchase object and try to input it. If it is successful, add it to the array. If
it is not successful, catch the errors and handle them.
   array.Clear();
   try
   {
    while (true)
    {
     purchase = new Purchase();
     purchase.ItemNumber = stream.ReadInt32();
     purchase.Description = stream.ReadString();
     purchase.Quantity = stream.ReadInt32();
     purchase.UnitCost = stream.ReadDouble();
     array.Add(purchase);
    }
   }
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   catch (EndOfStreamException)
   {
    stream.Close();
    file.Close();
   }
   catch (IOException ex)
   {
    Console.WriteLine("Error on input: " + ex.ToString());
    stream.Close();
    file.Close();
    return;
   }

Now set the modified flag to false, indicating the data has not yet been changed. Remove
all items in the list view. Next, iterate through the array and add each one to the list view.
   modified = false;
   this.listViewPurchases.Items.Clear();
   IEnumerator myEnumerator = array.GetEnumerator();
   while (myEnumerator.MoveNext())
   {
    Purchase p = (Purchase)myEnumerator.Current;
    double tot = p.Quantity * p.UnitCost;
    ListViewItem item =
                    new ListViewItem(p.ItemNumber.ToString(), 0);
    item.SubItems.Add(p.Description);
    item.SubItems.Add(p.Quantity.ToString());
    item.SubItems.Add(String.Format("{0,8:C}", p.UnitCost));
    item.SubItems.Add(String.Format("{0,8:C}", tot));
    this.listViewPurchases.Items.Add(item);
   }
  }

The first action is to call the Items.Clear function. The Items represents a collection of
all the items stored in the list view. The Clear function removes all the items currently in the
control.

The class ListViewItem encapsulates an item to be stored in the list view control. When
there are more than one column of data in a list view, the second and subsequent columns are
known as SubItems, normally. That is, the offset 0 or column 0 is usually the first field of a row.
Here, it is given the text string of the ItemNumber. The remaining SubItems are added in the
order they appear by using SubItems.Add and passing it the text string to be displayed. Notice
that I chose to also nicely format these currency fields. The last SubItem is actually a calculated
result field and is not even in the Purchase record.
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Finally, the Items.Add function is called passing the complete ListViewItem instance.

When this loop is finished, all of the purchase data appears in the list view and the control
handles all necessary scrolling and column resizing.

OnFileSave

To save the data to a binary file, first bring up the common file save dialog and get the name of
the file to use. Next, create the file. If all is okay, then get an enumerator into the array and use it
to get at each record in the array and save its data.
 private void OnFileSave(object sender, EventArgs e)
  {
   if (array.Count == 0) return;
   SaveFileDialog dlg = new SaveFileDialog();
   dlg.CheckPathExists = true;
   dlg.Filter = "Binary Files (*.dat)|*.dat";
   dlg.InitialDirectory = "..\\..\\";
   if (dlg.ShowDialog() == DialogResult.Cancel) return;
   string filename = dlg.FileName;
   FileStream file;
   try
   {
    file = new FileStream(filename, FileMode.Create);
   }
   catch (FileNotFoundException)
   {
    MessageBox.Show("File " + filename + "does not exist",
           "Error", MessageBoxButtons.OK, MessageBoxIcon.Error);
    return;
   }
   BinaryWriter stream = new BinaryWriter(file);
   IEnumerator myEnumerator = array.GetEnumerator();
   while (myEnumerator.MoveNext())
   {
    Purchase p = (Purchase)myEnumerator.Current;
    stream.Write(p.ItemNumber);
    stream.Write(p.Description);
    stream.Write(p.Quantity);
    stream.Write(p.UnitCost);
   }
   stream.Close();
   file.Close();
   modified = false;
  }
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OnUpdate Process

The OnUpdate method which is called either by the menu Modifications-Update Checkmarked
Items or by a double click within the list view control itself. Herein lies the hardest portion of the
coding.

The first action is to obtain a list collection of all checkmarked items. The method
CheckedItems returns this list of ListViewItems for us. Now it is a simple matter to iterate
through each item in this list and update it. The Checked property of the ListViewItem is true if
it is checked. If one is checked, we can update it. However, first we must have access to the
Purchase information to which this item is referring. The Text property returns the text the item
contains. It is always the main item text, not the subitem’s text. In this case, it is the
ItemNumber that is being returned. I convert it back into an integer and call a look up function,
FindPurchase which finds this purchase item in the array.
  private Purchase FindPurchase(int itemnum)
  {
   IEnumerator myEnumerator = array.GetEnumerator();
   while (myEnumerator.MoveNext())
   {
    Purchase p = (Purchase)myEnumerator.Current;
    if (p.ItemNumber == itemnum) return p;
   }
   return null;
  }

  private void OnUpdate(object sender, System.EventArgs e) {
   ListView.CheckedListViewItemCollection list =

 this.listViewPurchases.CheckedItems;
   foreach (ListViewItem lv in list) {
    if (lv.Checked == true) {
     int index = lv.Index;
     int itemnum = Int32.Parse (lv.Text);
     Purchase p = FindPurchase (itemnum);
     if (p != null) {
      UpdateDialog dlg = new UpdateDialog ();
      dlg.ItemNumber = p.ItemNumber.ToString();
      dlg.Description = p.Description;
      dlg.Quantity = p.Quantity.ToString();
      dlg.UnitCost = p.UnitCost.ToString();
      if (dlg.ShowDialog (this) == DialogResult.Yes) {
       p.ItemNumber = Int32.Parse (dlg.ItemNumber);
       p.Description = dlg.Description;
       p.Quantity = Int32.Parse (dlg.Quantity);
       p.UnitCost = Double.Parse (dlg.UnitCost);
       double tot = p.Quantity * p.UnitCost;
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       lv.Text = dlg.ItemNumber;
       ListViewItem item =
                   new ListViewItem (p.ItemNumber.ToString(), 0);
       item.SubItems.Add(p.Description);
       item.SubItems.Add(p.Quantity.ToString());
       item.SubItems.Add(String.Format ("{0,8:C}", p.UnitCost));
       item.SubItems.Add(String.Format ("{0,8:C}", tot));
       this.listViewPurchases.Items.RemoveAt (index);
       this.listViewPurchases.Items.Insert (index, item);
       modified = true;
      }
     }
    }
   }
  }

Ignore for a moment the coding to create and run the UpdateDialog. Just assume that we
have the revised Purchase information available to us. We must store the revised information into
the array an get the list view’s corresponding row of data replaced with the new information.

Unfortunately, we cannot just replace the strings and substrings. Instead, we must remove
that old row and insert a new ListViewItem collection representing the new data in its place.
This is done by creating a new instance of ListViewItem and adding in the four subitems as
shown above.

The two key methods are RemoveAt and InsertAt. First, we remove at this index and
then insert at this index the new instance.

Making Dialog Classes

The next step is to create the two dialog classes, one for updating and one for adding. Actually,
you could make just one dialog and use it for both, but I wanted to show a couple dialog classes.

To add a new dialog class to your project, choose File-Add New Item and choose
Windows Form, since a dialog is actually a window. If you fail to enter a good name for the
dialog, you can right click on the form and rename it to something suitable, such as
UpdateDialog. At this point, it is just another Windows form, and does not behave as a modal
dialog.

We must change the FormBorderStyle to FixedDialog in order for this form to behave
as a dialog should. This is shown in Figure 8.10 below. Also change the Text property to what
you want to appear in the dialog’s caption.
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There are many other properties you could experiment with, including the automatic
supplying of Ok and Cancel buttons. However, I am going to add in my own pair of buttons to
show you how to hook into the dialog interface. 

Next, one would add in all of the dialog controls that are needed. Here I used a copy-paste
trick. We have already had a control to allow the user to enter this Purchase information in
WindowsApplication03. So I opened up another instance of Visual Studio and opened that
project. Then I selected the entire group of controls and did Edit-Copy. Then, back in our current
project, I did Edit-Paste. Presto, instant dialog controls. I then also copied over the properties to
set them.

Finally, I added a pair of buttons, Ok and Cancel. Next, I choose Properties on each
button and added a method to be called when the button is clicked: OnUpdateOk and
OnUpdateCancel.

Now I need these two buttons to perform just like the Ok and Cancel buttons of an
ordinary dialog box. This is easily done by just setting the form property DialogResult to either
Yes or No.
 private void OnUpdateOk(object sender, System.EventArgs e) {
   DialogResult = DialogResult.Yes;
 }

 private void OnUpdateCancel(object sender, System.EventArgs e) {
   DialogResult = DialogResult.No;
 }

Here is the complete UpdateDialog coding. Notice I provide properties to retrieve and set
the actual text boxes of the dialog.
using System;
using System.Collections.Generic;
using System.ComponentModel;
using System.Data;
using System.Drawing;
using System.Linq;

Figure 8.10 Changing the Form to Fixed Dialog
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using System.Text;
using System.Windows.Forms;

namespace Pgm08aWindows
{
 public partial class UpdateDialog : Form
 {
  public UpdateDialog()
  {
   InitializeComponent();
  }
  public string ItemNumber
  {
   get
   {
    return this.itemNumber.Text;
   }
   set
   {
    this.itemNumber.Text = value;
   }
  }
  public string Description
  {
   get
   {
    return this.description.Text;
   }
   set
   {
    this.description.Text = value;
   }
  }
  public string Quantity
  {
   get
   {
    return this.quantity.Text;
   }
   set
   {
    this.quantity.Text = value;
   }
  }
  public string UnitCost
  {
   get
   {
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    return this.unitCost.Text;
   }
   set
   {
    this.unitCost.Text = value;
   }
  }

  private void OnUpdateOk(object sender, System.EventArgs e)
  {
   DialogResult = DialogResult.Yes;
  }

  private void OnUpdateCancel(object sender, System.EventArgs e)
  {
   DialogResult = DialogResult.No;
  }
 }
}

The AddDialog is totally parallel. See the program on disk.

Now how do we create and run these new dialog classes? We construct an instance, set its
properties which fill its controls with the initial values, and call ShowDialog, just like the
common file dialogs.
      UpdateDialog dlg = new UpdateDialog ();
      dlg.ItemNumber = p.ItemNumber.ToString();
      dlg.Description = p.Description;
      dlg.Quantity = p.Quantity.ToString();
      dlg.UnitCost = p.UnitCost.ToString();
      if (dlg.ShowDialog (this) == DialogResult.Yes) {
       p.ItemNumber = Int32.Parse (dlg.ItemNumber);
       p.Description = dlg.Description;
       p.Quantity = Int32.Parse (dlg.Quantity);
       p.UnitCost = Double.Parse (dlg.UnitCost);
       double tot = p.Quantity * p.UnitCost;

Notice that the key design feature is that the dialog class provided member properties to
get and set the various controls. So we allocate an instance, call the set property functions, and
can then run the dialog. When it completes, we use the get property functions to retrieve the data
from the dialog controls.

Here is how the AddDialog is called. I highlighted the list view coding. 
  private void OnAdd(object sender, System.EventArgs e) {
   AddDialog dlg = new AddDialog ();
   if (dlg.ShowDialog (this) == DialogResult.Yes) {
    Purchase p = new Purchase ();
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    p.ItemNumber = Int32.Parse (dlg.ItemNumber);
    p.Description = dlg.Description;
    p.Quantity = Int32.Parse (dlg.Quantity);
    p.UnitCost = Double.Parse (dlg.UnitCost);
    double tot = p.Quantity * p.UnitCost;
    array.Add (p);
    ListViewItem item = 
                   new ListViewItem (p.ItemNumber.ToString(), 0);
    item.SubItems.Add(p.Description);
    item.SubItems.Add(p.Quantity.ToString());
    item.SubItems.Add(String.Format ("{0,8:C}", p.UnitCost));
    item.SubItems.Add(String.Format ("{0,8:C}", tot));
    this.listViewPurchases.Items.Add (item);
    modified = true;
   } 
  }

Handling the Delete Operation

Deletions are easier to handle. Again, acquire a collection of the CheckedItems and iterate
through it. Retrieve the Index property of each item and convert its Text into the ItemNumber
integer. FindPurchase returns the matching item in the array list. But before just deleting them,
we should prompt the user and ask if it is okay to go ahead and delete these. A message box is
idea.
  private void OnDelete(object sender, System.EventArgs e) {
   ListView.CheckedListViewItemCollection list =
                    this.listViewPurchases.CheckedItems;
   foreach (ListViewItem lv in list) {
    if (lv.Checked == true) {
     int index = lv.Index;
     int itemnum = Int32.Parse (lv.Text);
     Purchase p = FindPurchase (itemnum);
     if (p != null) {
      string show = p.ItemNumber.ToString() + " " +
                    p.Description + " " + p.Quantity.ToString() +
                    " " + String.Format ("{0,8:C}", p.UnitCost);
      if (MessageBox.Show (show,

"Do you really want to delete this purchase?",
               MessageBoxButtons.YesNo,
               MessageBoxIcon.Information) == DialogResult.Yes) {
       this.listViewPurchases.Items.RemoveAt (index);
       array.RemoveAt (index);
       modified = true;
      }
     }
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    }
   }
  }

If the user clicks Ok, then since we have its index and since the list is in the same order as
the array, we can call the RemoveAt methods of both classes to remove this purchase item.

Tracking Modified Status

Continually, whenever any change is made, our bool modified must be set to true. This way,
when the user is about to quit, we can prompt them about unsaved data. We add the OnClosing
function this way. Notice if the user wants to save it, I set Cancel to true, which avoids closing
the application. The user can then choose the Save menu item.
 private void OnClosing(object sender, FormClosingEventArgs e)
  {
   if (modified)
   {
    if (MessageBox.Show(
       "Do you want to quit and not save the changes?",
       "Changes have not been saved",
       MessageBoxButtons.YesNo, MessageBoxIcon.Information)
       != DialogResult.Yes)
    {
     e.Cancel = true;
    }
   }
  }

Finally, we need to make our menu item “Exit” actually exit the application. This is done
by calling Application.Exit. This will in turn call OnClosing.
  private void OnExit(object sender, EventArgs e) {
   Application.Exit ();
  }
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Other Controls

Two other controls you should also master are a simple list box and a combo box (which
represents a text box and a list box merged) because these are very common controls. Each of
these has an array of strings that are being stored and displayed.

The tree view is also sometimes used. The Explorer window is actually a tree control on
the left in which you pick a drive and folder with a list view on the right that displays the
contents of the selected folder on the left.

And there are many other controls available from the tool box. If you are interested in any
of these, use the Help system. Begin by finding the class description. Then take the link to “List
Member Functions” to see the available functions. Usually, on one of these help pages are
examples of how to create and use these controls.

You really do need to get good at looking things up if you are going to become successful
in writing C# applications.
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Problems

Problem 8-1 — Employee Classes GUI

In previous problems, you developed a series of Employee classes and read them in from a binary
file of employee data. In this assignment we are going to write a fancy Windows application to
display the data and perform a weekly payroll calculation.

The File menu should contain at least a Load Employees File and a Save Employees File
menu items. The Edit menu should contain Add, Update and Delete menu items. The Actions
menu should include Display Weekly Payroll. The Help should contain Help About.

Construct a list view that contains columns for each possible value but not the final total
pay field. Have one column indicate which kind of employee this one is, such as Piece Rate.
Obviously when an employee is displayed, not all of the columns will contain data for this
employee.

Implement the two file menu items.

Implement an Add employee dialog and, if Ok is chosen, add the new employee to the list
view. Implement the Update and Delete menu items in any manner you desire. Somehow, the
user must be able to change employee data and to remove an employee. Careful about switching
between an hourly worker and a salaried worker and a piece rate worker.

When the application terminates, if the data has been changed and the file not saved,
prompt the user about the situation and handle it accordingly.

When the Display Weekly Payroll item is chosen, run a dialog that displays the Weekly
Payroll report in a manner of your choosing.
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